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THE FULL DISCRETE DISCONTINUOUS FINITE ELEMENTANALYSIS FOR FIRST{ORDER LINEAR HYPERBOLICEQUATION�1)Che Sun Shu-jie Qin(Department of Mathematis, Nankai University, Tianjin 300071, China)AbstratIn this paper, the full disrete disontinuous Galerkin �nite element methodto solove 2{dimensional �rst{order linear hyperboli problem is onsidered. Twopratial shemes, Euler sheme and Crank{Niolson sheme, are onstruted. Foreah of them, the stability and error estimation with optimal order approximationis established in the norm stronger than L2{norm.Key words: Hyperboli equation, Disontinous F.E.M., Euler sheme1. IntrodutionLet �
 be a bounded domain in R2 with pieewise smooth boundary �
, [0; T ℄ be atime interval. Consider the �rst-order hyperboli problem as following�u�t + �(x; t) � ru+ �(x; t)u = f(x; t); t 2 (0; T ℄; x 2 ~
(t); (1.0a)u(x; t) = g(x; t); t 2 [0; T ℄; x 2 �
�(t); (1.0b)u(x; t) = u0(x); x 2 
: (1.0)where ru = (�u�x ; �u�y ), �(x; t) = (�1(x; t); �2(x; t)), �
�(t) = fx 2 �
 : �(x; t) �  < 0g,(x) is the outward unit normal to �
; ~
(t) = �
n�
�(t). As usual, �
�(t) is referedto as inow boundary at time t, and �
+(t) = �
n�
�(t) is alled outow boundaryat time t.For simpliity in �nite element analysis, suppose that boundary �
�(t) is indepen-dent of t. Thus for all t 2 (0; T ℄ we an write�
�(t) � ��; �
+(t) � �+; ~
(t) = �
n�� � 
?and problem (1.0) an be written as�u�t + �(x; t) � ru+ �(x; t)u = f(x; t); (x; t) 2 
? � (0; T ℄; (1.1a)u(x; t) = g(x; t); (x; t) 2 �� � [0; T ℄; (1.1b)� Reeived Otober 17, 1996.1)The Projet was Supported by the National Natural Siene Foundation of China.



98 C. SUN AND S.J. QINu(x; 0) = u0(x); x 2 
: (1.1)We shall onsider the full disrete disontinuous Galerkin method for problem (1.1).Set D = 
 � (0; T ℄, Lp(0; T ;X) � Lp(X), p = 2;+1, where X is a Banahspae. Assume that �i 2 L1(C1(�
)), i = 1; 2; � 2 L1(L1(
)), f 2 L2(L2(
)),g 2 L2(L2(��)); u0 2 L2(
):Disontinuous Galerkin (DG) method is an explit method with good stability andsatisfatory auray, thus it has beome to be an eÆtive proedure to solve �rst-orderhyperboli problems. DG method was proposed by P. Lesaint and P.R. Raviart in 1978([1℄), then it was developed by C. Johnson, G.R. Rihart et al.[2�4℄. In priniple, wean use the DG method based on spae-time �nite element disretization for domain�
�[0; T ℄ to solve Problem (1.1), but in this ase, we must solve a series of disretizationproblems de�ned on 3{dimensional subdomain �
� [tn�1; tn℄, n = 1; 2; � � �; As omparedwith full disrete Galerkin method, the omputational sale of DG method is larger andthe omputing program is more omplex.In order to overome the weakness of DG method, we now present a simpli�edDG method for time-dependent Problem (1.1), full disrete disontinuous Galerkin(FDDG) method, that is, using DG disretization only in spae variables and using�nite di�erene disretization in time variable t.One an imagine that FDDG sheme possesses similar stability and onvergene re-sultes with the DG sheme (based on spae-time �nite element). In fat, the theoritialanalysis for FDDG sheme is more omplex than that of DG sheme beause of thenon-uniform proessing in time and spae variables. It seems to us so far that therehas been no paper to establish omplete analysis for FDDG sheme of Problem (1.1).In setion 2 two pratial FDDG shemes, Euler sheme and Crank{Niolson (C|N) sheme, are onstruted; In setion 3 the stability and error estimate for Eulersheme are derived; In setion 4 the theoretial results for Crank{Niolson sheme aregiven briey; Finally, a numerial example is given in setiom 5.Throughout ontext, we shall use letters C, Ci, ", "i to denote some positive on-stants independent of time-step 4t and �nite element mesh parameter h, whih havedi�erent values in di�erent inequalities.2. Full Disrete Disontinuous Galerkin ShemesFor onveniene, let �
 be a polygonal domain, Th = fkg is a quasi{uniform trian-gular partition of �
 with mesh parameter h(0 < h � h0 < 1), k is an element in Th.Let 4t = � be time{step, tn = n� , n = 0; 1; � � � ; N = [T=4t℄. Suppose that on all timelevels t = tn(n = 0; 1; � � � ; N), the same �nite element mesh Th for spae domain �
 isadopted. Denote Vh = fv 2 L2(
) : vjk 2 Pr(k);8k 2 Thg; (2.1)where Pr(k) is a set of polynomials with degree � r on k.I. Euler FDDG ShemeSet �n(x) = �(x; tn). For 8k 2 Th, let �k be the boundary of k whih onsist ofstraight line sides lj (j = 1; 2; 3) and (x) be the outward unit vetor normal to �k.


